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For over 10 years I’ve been in the business of collection. I’m not the kind of 

collector that will ask for your tax return.  I’m in the business of collecting data 

within automated systems. The amount of data being generated continues to 

increase exponentially. My primary concern is to collect information from end 

devices and get it to where it needs to go. In most industrial applications, a sealed 

enclosure protects items that convert data to the preferred protocol, perform the 

necessary decision making and possibly offer visualization of the data in real time. 

The collection and networking of data in a system are typically exposed to 

environmental factors, however, and must be wired back to (and through) an 

enclosure. 

System design 

Most device manufacturers have adopted a circular M8 or M12 interface. This IEC 

industrial connector standard offers a robust form factor with great environmental 

sealing. These circulars are integrated into end device like sensors, actuators, 

inspection cameras, and limit switches and wired directly back to the controller on 

most small machines with centralized wiring. 

Midsized machines are often built in modules for shipping purposes. This need for 

disconnect points drives a decentralized collection strategy. This means signals are 

collected and combined locally, and then plug-and-play, home-run cables deliver up 

to 16 input/outputs through a single cable. Finally, for large-scale systems like 

material handling and logistics, each subsystem is collected locally and then put on 

a network like Ethernet or PROFINET. 

The challenge 

In my experience, while great engineering effort is spent planning the mechanical 

structure and electrical system of a machine, the connection of each end device 

tends to be more of an art than a science. While it is known that each signal needs to 



go from point A (i.e., sensor) to B (i.e., enclosure), I see engineering and purchasing 

struggle with the following questions: 

 Can the exact length of cable be predicted in advance, or only once everything 

is mounted? 

 What if the cabling must be routed through a different path than originally 

intended? 

 What if the cable must be pulled through conduit or tight spaces where a 

connector can’t fit? 

The variances in the above “science” of collection have resulted in many panicked 

emails in my inbox, where a million dollar machine can’t be tested or shipped until 

a correct length pre-molded cable can be re-ordered, built, and delivered. 

Furthermore, these challenges are universal across small, midsized, and large 

machine designs. 

Why wait? 

Many builders lean towards molded cable assemblies because they are factory 

tested for proper electrical and environmental performance. They are hesitant to 

entertain making a cable to length on-site because: 

 They are concerned their technicians will miswire the cable 

 They will have to factor in high labor costs to wire the connector 

 They are afraid the connector won’t be properly sized to the cable 

These are all very valid concerns and are some of the factors that led Phoenix 

Contact to develop a complete connector portfolio that addresses these challenges. 

 Each wire terminal is color-coded to match the standard wire colors of the 

data type being collected 



 “Fast” connection technologies(such as., IDC and push-in) were incorporated

to minimize labor by as much as 80%

 A larger range of acceptable wire sizes and cable diameter sealing is built into

the design

Couple these design advantages with readily available bulk cable in various colors, 

shield designs, and wire counts, and you can reliably build cables to length on-site 

with 100% accuracy.  

By combining this design flexibility with Phoenix Contact’s expertise in connection 

technology, our customers have built more than 1.5 million cables with our connectors 

during the past decade.  

If you would like to further discuss how this approach could help in your collection 

of data, connect with me on LinkedIn or head over to: 

www.phoenixcontact.com/cablereels. 

http://www.phoenixcontact.com/cablereels

